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Let R be a semi-prime ring with involution *, K = K(R) the Lie-ring of 
skew-symmetric elements of R, S = S(R) the Jordan-ring of symmetric 
elements of R, VR := (r - r* 1 r E R} and 2 = Z(R) the centre of R. Baxter, 
Erickson, Herstein, Lanski and Montgomery have discussed the structure of 
Lie-ideals of K, [K, K], VR, [V,, VR] and Lie-ideals of K for R simple, R 
prime and R semi-prime, 2-torsion free. A careful analysis of the methods of 
Herstein 141, Lanksi [7], Montgomery [8], and Lanski and Montgomery [9] 
gives us the basis to prove the following: 
MAIN THEOREM (For definitions and notation see Section I). Let R be 
semi-prime, A and L additive subgroups of K, [L, VR] c L, and A a Lie ideal 
Of-L. 
(1) If A is not weak solvable, then there exists a *-ideal I of R, so that 
[ V,, VR] c A and V, is not weak solvable. 
(2) If A is weak solvable and R’ a *-homomorphic, *-prime image of 
R, then we have [A’, R’] = 0 for the image A’ of A in R’ or U := Z(R’)n 
S(R’) # 0 and for Q(R’) := R’U-’ one of the following situations: 
(a) char R’ # 2, Q(R’) is simple and satisfies S,, the standard identity 
of degree 8 ; 
(b) char R’ = 2, Q(R’) is simple and satisfies S,,; 
(c) Q(R’) is a direct product of a simple ring and its opposite with 
canonical given involution the exchange involution and satisfies S,. 
If R is 2-torsion free, then we can replace in (1) [V,, V,] G A by 
]I~TK,K]GA. 
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The main results of [ 1-4, 7-101 in this direction are essential special cases 
of this theorem: 
[ 1, 3,4] R simple, char R # 2, L = K or L = [K, K]; 
I81 Rsimple,charR=2,L=V,orL=[V,,V,]; 
I21 Rprime,charR#2,L=KorL=[K,K]; 
[91 Rprime,charR=2,L= V,orL= [VR, VR]; 
[71 R semi-prime, 2-torsion free, L = K or L = [K, K]; 
1101 R semi-prime, 2-torsion free. 
I. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
In everything that follows, R will be a ring with involution *. Let 
S = S(R) := {r E R 1 r* = T} be the set of symmetric elements of R, 
K=K(R):= {rER 1 r* = -r} be the set of skew-symmetric elements of R, 
Z, := Z n S, and Z, := ZT‘I K. For A c R let ]A ], 2, ]A), (A ], (A) denote 
the additive subgroup, the subring, the right-ideal, the left-ideal, and the 
(two-sided) ideal of R generated by A. For a, b E R and additive subgroups 
A, B ofR set 
[a, b] := ab - ba, 
a 0 b := ab + ba, 
[J&B] :=I{[a,b]laEA,bEBJl, 
AoB:=J(aobIaEA,bEB}I, 
AB := I(ab I a E A, b E B}I, 
2A := I{a’ I a E A)[, 
J := (IG, w>, 
J,j := (12A,A]), 
VA := {a -a* I a E A}, 
T(A) := {b E V, I [b, VR] E A}, 
R,:={rERI2r=O}. 
Given a Lie-subring A of K. We define higher commutators of A as follows: 
A is a higher commutator of A; if B and C are higher commutators of A, 
then so is [B, C]. We say, that A is solvable (weak solvable), fthere exists a 
higher commutator B of A, so that B = 0 (2B G Z). 
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Let Z be an ideal of R and Z* := {a* 1 a E Z}. If Z* = I, we say, that Z is 
an *-ideal of R and R’ := R/Z is a *-homomorphic image of R. For r E R 
and A G R, let r’ and A’ be the image of r and A in R’. We give R’ an 
involution * by (r’)* := (I*)‘. 
If Z,Z, # 0 for all nonzero *-ideals I, and I, of R, we say that R is *- 
prime. If R has no *-ideal Z with 0 # I# R, we say that R is *-simple. 
Let R be *-prime. If Z # 0, we can construct the localisation Q(R) := 
RZ;’ with extended involution 
(rs-‘)* := (r*)s-‘, rER, sEZ,. 
In everything that follows A and L are additive subgroups of K, and 
[L, VR] c L and [A, L] G A. 
II 
In this section let R be semiprime. By an easy modification of [6, 
Theorem 2.1.11, pp. 69, p. 144; Example 4, p. 67, and Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571 
we get 
LEMMA 1. (l)If2R=R,thenK+KoK=I?and VR=K; 
(2) .ZS v,. Zf Z is an *-ideal of R, then ([V:, V,‘])C_ v,. 
LEMMA 2. Let B, C and D be additive subgroups of K. Suppose that 
C G B, [C, VR] c B and [B, D] c B. Then 
(1) [‘C, 2R] GE; 
(2) 01 [‘C,2B])c& 
(3) 2*C&Z, if[‘C,B]=O. 
Proof: LetbEB,cEC,d,eED,vEV,,sESandrER: 
(1) From [c*,sj= [ c,cos]~[C,V~]cB and [c~,v]=c[c,v]+ 
[c, v]c E B, we get [c*, 2r] E B; thus [‘C, 2R] C_ B. 
(2) Since r[c2, 261 = [c’, 2rb] - [c*, 2r] b E B, we have 
i?[*C, 2B] G i?. Now [c*, 2b] r = [c*, 2br] - b[c*, 2r] E B gives d[c*, 2b] r = 
[d, [c’, 2b]r] + [c*, 2b] rd E [D, B] + BG B; hence D 1 [‘C, 2B]) E B. From 
ed[c*, 2b]r = [e, d[c*, 2b] r] + d[c*, 2b] re E [D, B] + B G B we get 
D2 1 [‘C, 2Z3]) G B. Continuing we have D’ 1 [‘C, 2B]) c g for all 
nonnegative integers i and so (2). 
(3) From [c*, 2r] E B it follows that [c*, [c’, 2r]] = 0. An easy 
modification of [6; Lemma 1.1.9, p. 91 tells us 2[c*, r] = 0; thus 2*C E Z. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let A c L. Then 
(1) [[AA], V,] GA; 
(2) 2JJ, CL; 
(3) UJ,([‘[A,A], 2A])G& 
(4) [[A,A],2R]nKcA+R,. 
Proof. (1) Let a,bEA and vE V,. Then [a,~], [b,v]EL, thus 
[[a,b],v]=[[~,v],b]+[a,[b,vll~A. 
(2) By Lemma l(2) we have J G vR. Let B := C := L and D := V,; 
then Lemma 2(2) tells us 2JJ, c v, 1 [*L, 2L]) G E. 
(3) Let now B := A, C := [A, A], D := L and use (1) and (2); then 
Lemma2(2) gives us ~JJ,([‘[A,A],~A])ELI [‘[A,A],~A])z~. 
(4) Using the identity 
[a, ... a,, r] = [a,, a, es- a,r] + [a, --a a,, ra,] 
for ui E [A, AJ and r E R we get by induction [[A, A], R] E [[A, A], R], 
and so [[A,A],2R]nKs[[A,A],2R]nKc[[A,A], V,+S]nKs 
[[A,A], V,] + (KnS)&A +R,. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A sL.If 
I := 2JJ,([*[[A,Al, L-&All, 2L%AlI)J,J and I, := 41, 
thenI,c[A,A], [I,nK,K]GA+R,und [V,,,K]cA. 
Pro@ Using Corollary 3(3, 4) we have Zc [A,A], [Z?ZnK,K]c 
[z,R]nK= [1,2R]nKs [[A,A],2R]nKcA+R, and [V,,,K]cA. 
LEMMA 5. Let B and C be additive subgroups of K, C E B and 
[C, VR] G B. Then [‘C, C] s S and V12c,c,R, G B. 
Proof: [*C, C] E S is trivial. Let c, d E C and r E R,. Then [c’, d] r + 
r*[c*,d] = [c,cd(r+r*) + (r+r*)dc] + c[d,r+r*]c + [c2,rd+dr*] + 
[d, c2r + r*c*] E B. 
LEMMA 6. Let B, C and D be additive subgroups of R, S and K, 
V CRI s B and (B, D] E B. Then VEcR, c B. 
Proof: Let r E R,, c E C and d, e E D. Then dcr + (dcr)* = 
Icr+(cr)*,d]+crd+(crd)*E[VcR2,D]+VcRlCB;thus 
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edcr + (edcr)* = [dcr + (dcr)*, e] + dcre 
+ (dcre)* E [B,D] +BcB; 
continuing we get V,,,,, _ c B for all positive integers i and so V,,,* s B. 
COROLLARY 7. Let A G L. Then 
(1) Viq2L,L,Rz c L; 
(2) ([V;, V;])G V,Q?jiorZ:=R,JJ,JR,; 
(3) vrm,Al,[A,Al,R2 gYf* 
ProojI (1) Let B := C := L, then Lemma 5 tells us V,2L,L,Rz E z. Let now 
B := L, C := [*L, L] and D := V, , then Lemma 6 gives (1). 
(2) Using (1) and Lemma l(2) we get the conclusion. 
(3) Let B :=A, C := [A,A] an d use Corollary 3( 1); then by Lemma 5 
we have VI~~a,al,~a,allR2 - ~2. Let now B:=x, C:= [*[A,A], [A,A]] and 
D :r L; then Lemma 6 gives (3). 
LEMMA 8. Let A c L. Zf E := [[A, A], [A, A]], then V,zE,E,R2 E T(A). 
Proof: Use Corollary 3( 1). Let a, b E E, ZJ E V, and r E R,. Then 
[u[b,r+r*]a,u] = [a, [b,r+r*] av + vu[b, r + r*]] + [[b, r + r*], am] 
E [A,A]+A&A and so u[b,r+r*]uET(A). Now u’b(r+r*) + 
(r + r*) bu* = [u,ub(r+r*) + (r+r*)bu] + u[b,r+r*]u E [A,A] + 
T(A) c_ T(A); thus [a’, b] r + r*[u*, b] = u,b(r + r*) + (r + r*) bu* + 
[a, [a, rb + br*]] + [b, u*r + r*u’] E T(A) + [A, A] G T(A). 
COROLLARY 9. Let A EL, Zf E := [[A, A], [A, A]], then [V~TI~~,~,~~, 
V,]zA. 
proof Let B := T(A), C := [*E, E] and D := L. Then by Lemmas 6 and 
8 we have the conclusion. 
COROLLARY 10. Let A c L. Zf E := [[A, A], [A, A]], Z := R2JJL JR, and 
Z,:=R2[2E,E]([V~,Vf])[2E,E]R2,then V,,GAund [V,,,VR]~A. 
Proof. By Corollaries 9 and 7(2,3) we have the conclusion. 
COROLLARY 11. Let AcL. Zf Z,:=([V:,,V:,]), then Z,G~ und 
I V,2, VR] G A. 
ProoJ: By Corollary 10 and Lemma l(2) we have the conclusion. 
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LEMMA 12. Let R be *-prime and I a nonzero *-ideal of R. If 2U G Z 
(U = 0) for a higher commutator U of V,, then 2 W c Z (W = 0) for the 
correspondent higher commutator W of V, . 
Prooj By [6, Lemma 5.1.5, p. 1951 Z satisfies a polynomial identity. 
Then [6, Theorem 1.4.2, p. 39, and Lemma 1.1.5, p. 61 tells us 
0 # Z(Z) s Z(R). If there exists 0 # a E Z(1) nS, then a is not a zero 
divisor of R and from aR c I we get the conclusion. If not, we have 
Z(Z) c K and 2Z(1) G Z(1) n S = 0; thus Z(Z) = 0, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 13. Let A c_ L. Let I, and I, be the *-ideals constructed in 
Corollaries 4 and 11. If V,, and V,, are weak solvable, then A is weak 
solvable. 
Proof. Let R’ be a *-prime image of R. If I’, # 0 or I’, # 0, then V,, is 
weak solvable with the correspondent higher commutator by Lemma 12; thus 
[A’, A’] is weak solvable with the correspondent higher commutator. 
Let E := [[A, A], [A, A]], F := [[V,, VR], [V,, V,]] and use the 
construction of I, and I,. 
If I’, = 0 and 2R’ # 0, then J’ = 0 or [‘E, [A, A]]’ = 0; thus F’ = 0 or 
] ‘E, R J’ = 0 by Lemma 2(3). Hence [ 2[E, E], R]’ = 0. 
If 1; =O and R; # 0, then 1; =0 or F’ = 0 by Lemma 12; thus 
[‘E,E]’ =O or F’ = 0 by Lemma 12. Hence [‘[E,E],R]’ =0 by 
Lemma 2(3). 
Now A’ is weak solvable with a common higher commutator for all R’ 
with 2R’ # 0 or R; # 0 and we have the conclusion. 
LEMMA 14. Let R be *-prime. 
(1) If R is *-simple and I an ideal of A with 0 #I # R, then 
I+I*=R,InI*=OandIisasimplering. 
(2) If Z, (Z) is afield and R satisfies a polynomial identity, then R is 
*-simple (simple). 
(3) Zf Z, is a Jield and VR solvable, then R is simple and satisfies S,, 
or R is *-simple and satisfies S,. 
ProoJ (1) Since R is *-simple, we have A + A* = R and A n A* = 0 for 
all ideals A of R with 0 #A #R. Hence I is a minimal ideal of R; thus Z is a 
simple ring. 
(2) Then [6, Corollary, p. 401 tells us the conclusion. 
(3) By [6, Lemma 5.1.5, p. 1851 R satisfies a polynomial identity; 
thus R is *-simple by (2). Suppose, that R does not satisfy S, and R is not 
simple and hence not prime. There exists a prime ideal P of R, so that 
OfPfR, P+P*=R and PnP*=O. Let R’ :=R/P. Then Vk=R’; thus 
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R’ is solvable. Then [9, Lemma 7, p. 1201 tells us [R, R] s P, consequently 
(R, R] c P*, finally [R, R] = 0, a contradiction. We have now that R is 
simple or R satisfies S,. If R is a simple ring and V, solvable, it is well 
known that R satisfies S,,. 
III 
In this section let R be *-prime, char R + 2 and Z, a field or Z = 0. 
Remark. We have 2K s V, ; thus 16([K*, K2]) sJ. If Z, is a field, 
Lemma l(1) tells us, that V, = K, hence J = ([K’, K2]). 
LEMMA 15. Let JJ, # 0. 
(1) If rER and [r,L]=O, then rEZ. 
(2) I’A” = 0, then A = 0. 
ProoJ By Corollary 3(2) we have WJ, GE. 
(1) From [r, L] = 0 we get [r, R] JJ, = 0; thus [r, R] = 0. 
(2) Using [A, L] G A, we get (LA)” = 0; hence (JJ,A)” = 0 and thus 
A = 0. 
LEMMA 16. Let JJ, # 0 and A c L. If [A, A] = 0 and A nil, then A = 0. 
Proof. Leta,b,cEA,kEL,sESanduEV,.Wehave[u,a]EL,and 
so [[[u, a], a], a] = 0; thus a30 E Ra. From a o s E V, it follows that a4s = 
a’(a 0 s) - a3sa E Ra; hence a42R c_ Ra. If a” = 0 with n > 4, we get 
a “-‘2Ra”-’ G Ra” = 0, and so a”-’ = 0; continuing we obtain a4 = 0. Since 
a’V,a” c Ra4 = 0 and 2K G V,, by [7, Lemma 1, p. 7341 we have a3 = 0. 
But 
0 = a[a, [a, k]]a = a3ka + aka3 - 2a2kaz = -2a*ka*; 
hence a2ka2 = 0. From [b, v] EL we get 
a2b2va2b2 = ba2bva2b2 = ba2vba2b2 = ba2va2b3 = 0 
and from [b*, s] = [b, b o s] E L also 
a2b2sa2b2 = a2sb2a2b2 = a2sa2b4 = 0. 
Hence a2b22Ra2b2 = 0 and thus a2b2 = 0. Linearizing we have A4 = 0, and 
by Lemma 15(2), A =O. 
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LEMMA 17. LetJJ,#OandAEL.If[[L,A],A]=O,thenAGZ. 
ProoJ If a EA and kE L, then [k,2kak] E L; thus 0 = 
[[[k,2kak],u],u] = 2[[k[k,u]k,u],u] = 2[k[k,u]* + [k,u]*k,u] = 
4[k, u13, and so [k, a]’ = 0. It follows that [L,A] is commutative and nil. 
Using Lemma 16 we get [A,L] = 0. By Lemma IS(l), A ~2. 
LEMMA 18. LetZ,#O,JJ,#OundAsL.If [A,A]cZ,thenAcZ. 
Proof. Since Z, is a field, every nonzero element of Z, is invertible; 
hence R = V,Z + VR and therefore [LZ, R] G LZ and [AZ, LZ] E AZ. It 
follows by [S, Theorem 5, p. 5701 that [AZ, LZ] = 0 or there exists an ideal 
I of R, so that 0 # [I, R] c AZ. In the first case we get [A, L] = 0, and so 
A &Z by Lemma 15(l). 
In the second case we obtain [[Z, R], [I, R]] GZ; thus [I, R] = 0 by [5, 
Lemma 1, p. 5611, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 19. LetJJ,#OundAcL.Zf [A,A]EZ,thenAEZ. 
Proof If Z, = 0, we have [A, A] = 0 and use Lemma 17; if Z, # 0, we 
use Lemma 18. 
LEMMA 20. Let A EL. 
(1) IfJJ,#Ound*A=O,thenA=O. 
(2) Zf *L = 0, then L = 0. 
ProoJ Let a, b, c E A. Then a 0 b = 0; thus 2ub = [a, b] EA. It follows 
that 2ab o c = 0; hence 2ubc = -2ucb = 2cub = -2ubc and finally A3 = 0. 
Part (1) is now a consequence of Lemma 15(2). 
(2) By the above we have L3 =O. Using [L, 2K] c L we get 
(LK)*L = 0; thus L = 0 by [7, Lemma 1, p. 7341. 
LEMMA 21. Let JJI. # 0 and A G L. If *A c Z, then A is a Lie-ideal of 
K. 
Prooj Suppose A # 0. By Lemma 20(l) there exists b E A, so that 
b* # 0. Now Z f 0; therefore Z, is a field and V, = K. Let a E A and k E K. 
Then ao[u,k]=[u*,k]=O and [u,k]EL. It follows that 2u[u,k]= 
]a, [a, k]] E A; thus [u,4u2k] = 4uu[u,k] = 2u[u, [u,k]] = 
Ia, la, [a, k]]] EA. If u* # 0, we have 0#4u* E Z, and consequently 
4u*K = K; finally [a, k] E A. If u2 = 0, we get (a + b)* # 0 or (a - b)* + 0; 
hence [u+b,k]EA or [a-b,k]EA and [b,k]EA,andthus [u,k]EA. 
LEMMA 22. Let [L, V,] # 0. There exists c E L, so that c* # 0 and 
Ic, V,] f 0. 
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Proof By Lemma 20(2) there exists a E L, so that uz # 0. Let 6 EL 
with [b, VR] # 0. If [a, V,] f 0 or b* # 0, we have the conclusion. If 
[a,VR]=O and b*=O, we get (u+~)~#O and [a+b,V,]#O or 
(a -b)* f 0 and [a -b, V,] # 0. 
LEMMA 23. If J = 0, then [K, K] = 0. 
Proof. By [5, Lemma 1, p. 561; 6, Example 4, p. 671 we have Vz EZ. 
Suppose [V,, V,,] 2: 0. By Lemma 22 there exists c, u E V,, so that c2 # 0 
and [c, V] # 0. From Vi s Z it follows that c o [c, v] = [c2, U] = 0 and 
[c, [c, v]] = 0; th us 2c[c, k] = 0, and c*[c, k] = 0, a contradiction. From 
[V,, VR]=O we get [K,K]=O. 
COROLLARY 24. Let K have no Lie-ideal U with U & Z and 2U E Z. Let 
L & Z. If [[A, L], L] is weak solvable, then A E Z. 
Proof: We first show that JJ, # 0. Suppose JJ, = 0. Then J = 0 or 
JL = 0. If J = 0, we have by Lemma 23 that [K, K] = 0 and also that JL = 0. 
Lemma 2(3) tells us ‘L s Z. By Lemma 20(2) we get ‘L # 0; Z # 0, 
therefore Z, is a field, and finally V, = K and [L, K] G L, a contradiction. 
There exists a higher commutator B of [[A, L], L] so that 2B E Z. By 
Lemma 21, B is a Lie-ideal of K. If B @ Z, we have a contradiction; if 
BsZ, we get [[A,L],L]cZ by Corollary 19. Thus [A,M]=O for M:= 
[[L,J% [LLII. 
If M ?$ Z, we get, as above, JJ,,, # 0; hence A E Z by Lemma 15( 1). 
If M E Z and JJ, # 0, Corollary 19 tells us L E Z, a contradiction. 
If JJ, = 0 and K & Z, we have, as above, a contradiction. 
If K s Z. then A 5 Z. 
IV 
In this section let R be *-prime, char R # 2, Z, a field, [K, K] # 0 and U 
a Lie-ideal of K with U g Z, 2U G Z. 
Remark. By Lemmas 1 and 23 we have V, = K and 0 #J= 
([K*,K’])c_K+KoK=K; thus [U,K]#O. 
LEMMA 25. Let u E U, u2 # 0 and a be an additive subgroup of U. If 
uoA=OandA~A=O,thenA~=O. 
Proof. Let a,bEA. Then 4uab=2uaab=uo [a,b]EUoUGZ,. 
Since ‘A = 0, we have 4(uab)’ = -4u2u2b2 = 0, thus uab = 0, and u2ub = 0, 
and finally ab = 0. 
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LEMMA 26. Let u E U and u* # 0. If *[u, K] = 0, then [u, K] = 0. 
Proox Let k, I E K. Then u o [u, k] = [u*, k] = 0 and [u, k] 0 [u, I] = 
[u, k + Ij’ - [u, k]* - [u, I]* = 0. Using Lemma 25 for A = [u, K], we get 
[u, K ]* = 0. From kuk E K it follows that u*k*[u, I] = ku*k[u, I] = 
kuku[u, 11 = ukuk[u, 11 = uk*u[u, I]; thus [u, k’][u, I] =0 and therefore 
[u,KoK][u,K]=O. Lemma l(1) tells us [u,K][u,K]=O. But O#JGK; 
consequently ]u, KJ J/u, K] = 0, and finally [u, K] = 0. 
COROLLARY 27. There exists u, v E U, so that u* # 0 # v* and u 0 v = 0. 
Proof By Lemma 22 there exists u E U, so that u2 # 0 and [u, K] # 0. 
Lemma 26 gives k E K, so that [u, k]’ f 0. For u := [u, k] we have u 0 v = 
u 0 [u, k] = [u*, k] = 0. 
COROLLARY 28. Let u, v E U, so that u* f 0 # v2 and u 0 v = 0. Then 
u=z,u+z,v+z,uv. 
Proof. “G”: Let a E U. Set b := 2u2v2a - v’(a 0 u)u - u2(a 0 v)v. Then 
b o u = 0 and b o v = 0; hence [b, uv] = 0, and consequently 4buv = 
bo2uv=bo [u,v]~Z,. Thus 4u2v2b = 4bu2v2 = -(4buv)uv E Zsuv. 
Finally a E 2, u + 2, v + 2, uv. 
“2” follows easily from Z, K _C K. 
LEMMA 29. Let Uo := (x E K) [x, U] = 0). Then *(u”) E 2. 
Proof Since U ti 2 and [U, (i”] = 0, we get JJ,, = 0 by Lemma 15( 1); 
thus J,,, =O. By Lemma 2(3) we have 2(uO)~Z. 
LEMMA 30. Let a,bEU, aob=O and U=Z,a+Z,b+Z,ab. Zf 
UO=OandsES, then [a,s]ob=O. 
Proof. We have [[a,s]ob,b]=[[a,s],b’]=O, [[b,s]oa,a]= 
] (b, s], a’] = 0 and [a, s] 0 b = -[b, s] 0 a; thus [a, s] 0 b E U’= 0. 
LEMMA 31. U+ UD=R. 
ProojI (1) Suppose UD = 0. Let u and v as in Corollary 28 and s E S. 
We have [u, s] o v = 0 by Lemma 30 and [u, s] o u = [u*, s] = 0; hence 
[[u, s], uv] = 0. Using Lemma 30 for u and uv we get [u, s] 0 uu = 0. It 
follows that 2[u, s] uv = 0; thus [u, s] = 0. In a similar manner we obtain 
[v, s] = 0. Finally [U, S] = 0 and U is a Lie-ideal of R. By [6, 
Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571 we have ([U, U])E 0. But 1 = 2-‘u-‘[u, V]K’E 
([U, U]), and so g=R. 
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(2) Suppose Uo # 0. By Lemmas 20(2) and 29 there exists w  E u”, so 
that 0 # w* E Z. Now 2*u4uzw2 = (24u2vw)2 = [2uw, 4uu]* = [(u + w)’ - 
uz - w*, 2[u, 4’ E 2JJu+uo E U + UD by Corollary 3(2) and 
28u4v2w2 E z,; hence R E U+ Uo. Using Lemmas 14(2) and 29 and 
Corollary 28 we have as an easy consequence of Lemma 3 1: 
COROLLARY 32. If u” c Z, then R is *-simple and satisfies S,; if 
Uo ti Z, then R is simple and satisfies S,. 
V 
In this section let R be *-prime, 2R = 0, Z, a field or Z = 0 and VR not 
solvable. 
Remark. By Lemma 12, V, is not solvable for all nonzero *-ideals Z of 
R. R does not satisfy S,. 
LEMMA 33. Let L be not solvable. 
(1) IfrER and [r,L]=O, then rEZ. 
(2) IfA”=O, thenA=O. 
Proof By Corollary 7(2) there exists a nonzero *-ideal Z of R with 
1~ L. Now we conclude the proof with a proof analogous to that of 
Lemma 15. 
LEMMA 34. Let A G L c V,. If L is not solvable and [A, A] E Z, then 
*A cZ. 
Proof. Let a E A and k E L. Then [a’, k] = [a, [a, k]] E [A, A] G Z; thus 
[*A, [L, L]] = 0. By Lemma 33(l) we have *A G Z. 
LEMMA 35. Let A c L E V,. If L is not solvable and ‘A = 0, then 
A =O. 
ProoJ: We have [A,A] =O. Let a, b, c,dE A and k E K. Then 
[k, a] E V,; thus [[k, a], b] E L. From this, [[[k, a], b], c] E A, and finally 
abcdkabcd = abcd[ [ [ [k, a], b], c], d] = 0. For e = abed we have now e2 = 0 
and eKe = 0. Let r, s E R. Then rer* E K; hence erer*e = 0. From this 
eres*e + eser*e = 0, and consequently eres*ere = 0 and so e = 0. Now 
A4 = 0, and finally A = 0 by Lemma 33(2). 
LEMMA 36. Let I be a *-ideal of R with 0 f I # R and A c L c V,. If 
[ V,, L] is not solvable and *A c Z, then A E Z. 
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Proof From ‘(A n I) E *A c Z, we get *(A n Z) = 0; thus A n Z = 0 by 
Lemma 35, and hence [A, [V,, L]] E A nZ = 0. From Lemma 33(l) we have 
A cZ. 
LEMMA 31. Let R be *-simple, but not simple. Let A EL C_ V,. Zf 
[A,A]GZ, then AGZ. 
Proof Since R is not prime, there exists a prime ideal P of R so that 
O#P#R, P+P*=R and PnP*=O. Let R’:=R/P. Then Vk=R’, 
[L’, R’] c L’ and [A’, L’] c A’. By [9, Theorem 13, p. 1231 we get 
[A, R] G P or there exists an ideal Z of R so that 0 # [I’, R’] G A’. In the 
first case we have A G Z, and in the second case we get a contradiction by 
[9, Lemma 11, p. 1211. 
COROLLARY 38. Let A c L s VR. Zf A is solvable, then A G Z. 
Proof: If R is simple, all is known. If R is *-simple but not simple, use 
Lemma 37. Let now R not be *-simple and Z an *-ideal of R with 0 # I# R. 
If [L, V,] is solvable, then by Lemmas 34 and 36 we get [L, VI] c Z; thus 
[L, [V,, V,]] = 0. By Lemma 33(l) we have A EL GZ. If [L, V,] is not 
solvable, then by Lemmas 34 and 36 we have A G Z. 
COROLLARY 39. Zf[[A,L],L] is solvable, then A C_ Z or L E Z. 
Proof: Since [V,, L] is a Lie-ideal of VR and [[A, L], L] a Lie-ideal of 
[V,,Ll, we get [[A, L], L] E Z by Corollary 38; thus [A, [[L, L], 
[LL]]] =o. If [L, VR] is not solvable, from Lemma 33( 1) we have A c Z. 
If [L, VR] is solvable, then [L, VR] G Z by Corollary 38; therefore 
[L,[V,,V,]]=OandbyLemma33(1),LSZ. 
VI 
In this section let R be semi-prime. 
COROLLARY 40. Let A and L be additive subgroups of K, A 5 L, 
[L, VR] c L and [A, L] GA. Zf A is weak solvable and R’ is an *- 
homomorphic, *-prime image of R, then we have [A’, R’] = 0 for the image 
A’ of A in R’ or Z(R’) # 0 and one of the following situations: 
(a) char R’ # 2, Q(R’) is simple and satisfies S,; 
(b) char R’ = 2, Q(R’) is simple and satisfies Slz; 
(c) Q(R’) is a direct product of a simple ring and its opposite with 
exchange involution and satisfies S,. 
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Proof. Let T := R’, if Z(R’) = 0 and T := Q(R’), if Z(R’) # 0. 
(1) Suppose that char Tf 2. If K(T) has no Lie-ideal U with 
U& Z(T) and *UC Z(T), by Corollary 24 we have [A’, R’] = 0. If 
[K(T), K(T)] # 0 and K(T) has a Lie-ideal U with U & Z and ‘U c Z, we 
get (a) or (c) by Corollary 32 and Lemma 14(l). If [K(T), K(T)] = 0, using 
[6, Lemma 5.1.5, p. 195, Theorem 1.4.2, p. 391 and Lemma 14(1, 3), we 
obtain (a) or (c). 
(2) Suppose 2T= 0. If V, is weak solvable, we get (b) or (c) by [6, 
Lemma 5.1.5, p. 195, Theorem 1.4.2, p. 391 and Lemma 14(1, 3). If V, is not 
solvable, we have [A’, R’] = 0 by Corollary 39. 
By Corollaries 13 and 40 we have Main Theorems (1) and (2). If R is 2- 
torsion free, we get [In K, K] E A by Proof of Corollaries 13 and 4, since 
R,=O. 
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